
DIG YOUR PHOTOS! 
GAME CHANGER FOR PRINT

PHOTO CHAOS

A family photo collection averages thousands of print photos...
likely stored in boxes, tubs and albums scattered around the home...

collecting dust and fading every passing day!

What Exactly is DIG YOUR PHOTOS!
Bring order to your photo chaos with DIG YOUR
PHOTOS! It is designed to help you effortlessly
organize your photo collection, ensuring that you
can easily locate any specific photo whenever
you need it. Experience the tranquility of knowing
that your entire collection is securely stored in a
centralized location. With a well-organized
collection, every task related to your photos
becomes more convenient and enjoyable!

Everything Delivered to Your Doorstep
Included with DIG YOUR PHOTOS! are full step-
by-step Instructions, Direction Cards with Video
links, Sorting box, Family Timeline template and a
complete Toolkit.

DIG YOUR PHOTOS!
PRODUCT INFO

Now there is a solution to having
easily organized photos in no time!

You're going to
DIG YOUR PHOTOS!

Contact:
Rhoda Gordon
info@digyourphotos.com
732-740-7230
digyourphotos.com

What’s In the Box?
Instructions1.
Recipe Cards with Video Links2.
Sorting Cards3.
Sorting Box4.
Family Time Line Template5.
Tool Kit includes: zippered bag, magnifying
glass, gloves, index cards, palette knife, glue
eraser, photo safe pencil

6.

http://www.digyourphotos.com/
http://www.digyourphotos.com/
http://www.digyourphotos.com/


About the Creator
I'm Rhoda Gordon, a Certified Professional Photo Manager and
the founder of Sunflower Photo Solutions. With a rich family
history of photo enthusiasts spanning three generations, I've
dedicated years to organizing media and assisting individuals,
families, and businesses in preserving their stories.
Like many of my clients, you may feel overwhelmed, frustrated,
and uncertain about where to begin when it comes to organizing
your photo collection. That's why I'm excited to introduce DIG
YOUR PHOTOS! This kit is a realization of my dream, equipped
with everything you need for a successful journey in organizing
your photo collection at home. Whether you prefer a group
activity for the whole family or a solo endeavor at your own pace,
the tools provided are guaranteed to help you.
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Save Your Story
and

Leave a Legacy!
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